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Thank You for Making ITMA 2023
a Huge Success!

In the past 7 days, groundbreaking developments and technologies in the textile and

garment manufacturing world were unveiled at ITMA 2023, cementing ITMA's reputation as

the innovation launchpad. Many of our participants were able to source, collaborate and

future-proof their businesses with these latest technologies and solutions, especially

towards sustainability and circularity goals.

A special thank you to all our participants and service partners to make ITMA 2023

possible!

ITMA 2023: The innovation launchpad for the textile industry

Big Payoffs in the Pursuit of Sustainability
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The twin focus at ITMA 2023 (apart from innovation) is also the driving force behind many

of the breakthrough solutions in sustainability. While the aim of sustainable innovations is

to minimise environmental impact, its pursuit has resulted in big payoffs for cost savings,

time efficiency and improved quality. Hear what some of our exhibitors have to say

about how reduction actually brought a positive multiplication effect for the textile industry.

ITMAlive News Flash 6: It's a wrap for ITMA 2023!

ITMAconnect Virtual Visitor Tickets
Available Tomorrow!

Watch All ITMA 2023 Videos
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If you missed the mega ITMA 2023 exhibition, here's good news! Non-ITMA 2023 visitors

will be able to register and purchase an ITMAconnect ticket to access the platform starting

tomorrow.

As the world's largest digital listing of textile and garment technology manufacturers, Virtual

Visitors can easily source and connect directly with international technology owners and

manufacturers, take advantage of AI-powered business matching, participate in online

events throughout the year and more.

See You at ITMA 2027!
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ITMA Blog

Digital automation is moving hand-in-hand

with  the  push  for  more  sustainable

production that led to some intriguing new

concepts which were introduced at ITMA

2023. In this article, meet some of these

innovations that can do more for less.

Read On

Stay ITMAconnected

ITMA 2023 visitors will be able to source

from  over  1,700  exhibitors  with

ITMAconnect  after  the  exhibition.  Find

exhibitors  easily  and  enjoy  automatic

business  matching.  Login  and  connect

with companies via the People tab.

Login to ITMAconnect

Show Owner            Show Organiser

CEMATEX Associations
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Connect with us

Please email marcom@itma.com if you have any questions.

To unsubscribe or manage your consent preferences, please click here.
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